FINISHING TAPE

NO ISE BA RRI ER

From The Makers of

The Finishing Touch
For Any Project
»
»
»
»

FOR USE ON YOUR VEHICLE FLOORS

Creates a Finished Look
Covers all Butyl Seams
Great for Attaching Wiring
Keeps Your Pants Clean!

SEAL SEAMS

Finish Your Project Like a Pro
FILL HOLES

DynaTape is a 1 1/2” wide, 2 mil aluminum
finishing tape. DynaTape can be used
with Dynamat to seal seams, fill holes,
attach wiring, contain unwanted butyl
migration and give your project a
complete and professional appearance.
DynaTape’s transparent, pressure sensitive
acrylic, peel and stick adhesive makes
finishing your project a simple process,
providing you with a cool, quiet and
comfortable ride.

ATTACH WIRING

DYNATAPE
1 roll 1 1/2” wide x 30’ long
38mm wide x 9.1 meters long
Part No. 13100
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Dynamat® Brand Automotive Products

OTHER DYNAMAT ACOUSTICS SECOND

INSTALL DYNAMAT FIRST

As the pioneers of in car soundproofing; Dynamat is recognized by
consumers around the world as a quality product for solutions to
unwanted noise, vibration and heat.

Dynamat® Xtreme® is the highest efficiency
sound deadener available*. Xtreme is a selfadhesive, synthetic rubber with a heavy 4
mil aluminum constraining layer. VECTOR™
Chemistry directs the noise causing energy into
silent energy. The super sticky rubber and heavy
aluminum stretches and contours better than any
other product on the market.

Dynamat SuperLite
Dynamat SuperLite utilizes the same VECTOR™
Chemistry as Dynamat Xtreme in a thinner, light
weight, self-adhesive sound deadener. SuperLite
is 30% thinner and lighter and still out performs
other brands of damping material. The gleaming
blue alloy layer is 2 mils thick and helps you get a
quieter car without the weight!

Dynaliner is the most effective automotive thermal
insulator available. Its is a soft, self-adhesive, closed
cell rubber that resists oil. Dynaliner will not hold
water and doesn’t promote rust or mildew like
most under carpet padding. Dynaliner provides
acoustic absorption and thermal insulation.
Available in 1/8”, 1/4” and 1/2” thicknesses, use the
thickest one that your space will allow.

DynaPad is a four layer composite barrier for extra
hard to control noise problems. It is a heavy, one
pound per square foot mat for use in diesel trucks,
on floors and for car audio installations. DynaPad
has a vinyl barrier between two layers of acoustic
foam and a waterproof polymer facing. It has no
adhesive, so it can be reused.

The Hoodliner
The Hoodliner is made from 3/4” acoustic sound
soaker foam with a reinforced, reflective mylar
skin. The mylar skin is cleanable, oil and water
resistant and provides 97% heat reflection. The
Hoodliner has a high-tack pressure sensitive
adhesive for easy peel and stick application.

DynaDeck
DynaDeck is a weather proof and wear resistant
replacement for carpet and padding in classic and
vintage vehicles. The 1/8” vinyl barrier and 1/4” Dynaliner
combines to stop noise and heat in traditional hot rods,
classic sports cars, trucks and off road vehicles. The
durable, textured mat is offered in brown, green and
black. It has no adhesive, so it can be reused.
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